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BIG IDEAS FOR  
TODAY’S BUSINESSES
Whether outfitting a new office or expanding an existing one, business owners have a lot on 
their plates. Influenced by the needs of today’s businesses, basyx by HON® is designed to add value 
and accommodate budgets by providing desks, chairs, storage, and tables... basically everything 
needed to get up and running and down to business faster than ever. 

Every aspect has been carefully considered to address the specific needs of today’s businesses.  
The combination of quality and durability provides a great return on investment. Quicker delivery 
and easier installation saves valuable time. The affordable selection delivers high performance 
workspaces without the high prices. Each basyx by HON product is backed by the HON Company’s 
reputation and one of the strongest warranties in the industry to deliver businesses more for less.

With an ideal combination of style, versatility and affordability, basyx by HON is ready to help  
support today’s fast-paced business demands.
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PERSONALIZE YOUR CHAIR 

basyx by HON executive and task chairs offer a range of 

customizable controls that allow each user to find the  

unique support and comfort they desire.
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SEATING
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EXECUTIVE
With a variety of features and controls for personal comfort and a 
choice of SofThread™ leather or upholstery, basyx by HON executive 
chairs take comfort to the next level.

ADJUSTABLE ARMS 
Move the arms up 
and down to provide  
upper body support  
for a variety of users.

SYNCHRO-TILT 
Advanced control 
mechanism provides  
a natural recline that 
responds to the  
user’s movements.

CHROME ACCENTS 
Polished Chrome base  
and arm accents reflect a 
professional appearance.

NEW

HVL108 High-Back Executive Chair  List $440 
Features synchro-tilt control, waterfall seat edge,  
tuxedo back and Polished Chrome accents.

MATERIALS

SB45 SofThread™ 
Brown Leather

SB11 SofThread™
Black Leather
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HVL844 High-Back Executive Chair   List $526 
Pleated stitching detail and real wood accents accompany  
a comfortable waterfall seat edge.  

HVL103 Executive Chair  List $345 
Segmented high-back design includes a waterfall seat edge  
and Polished Chrome accents.

HVL685 Big & Tall High-Back Executive Chair  List $695 
Big and Tall chair features overstuffed seat and back,  
integrated headrest and padded arms.

HVL151 High-Back Executive Chair  List $300 
High-back design includes ergonomically sculpted back  
with an integrated headrest. 

HVL604 High-Back Executive Chair  List $215 - $225 
Articulated back cushions and integral headrest provide  
a contemporary look.

N Mahogany

H Bourbon Cherry

EXECUTIVE SELECTIONS

SB11 SofThread™
Black Leather

SB11 SofThread™
Black Leather

MATERIALS

MATERIALS

SB11 SofThread™
Black Leather

MATERIALS

SB11 SofThread™
Black Leather

MATERIALS

SB11 SofThread™
Black Leather

MATERIALS

ES10 Black Fabric
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ADJUSTABLE LUMBAR  
Provides total back support 
based on the individual 
need and posture 
of different users.

SYNCHRO-TILT 
2-to-1 tilt ratio reclines  
the back at a higher  
rate than the seat for 
proper back alignment. 

SEAT GLIDE 
Easily move the seat 
cushion back and  
forth to create a  
more comfortable,  
custom fit.

2-WAY ADJUSTABLE ARMS 
Height-adjustable seat  
and height- and width-
adjustable arms provide  
fully customizable comfort.

TASK
basyx by HON task chairs make work personal by allowing for 
customizable comfort. The sturdy five-star base and high quality 
materials deliver a combination of durability and style.

HVL705 Mesh Big & Tall High-Back Chair  List $748 
Big and Tall chair with mesh back, adjustable lumbar  
support and adjustable arms.

HVL511 Mesh Mid-Back Chair  List $215 
Mesh back task chair featuring contoured seat  
cushions and fixed arms for comfort.

HVL721 Mesh High-Back Chair   List $479 - $529  
Full-featured mesh back task chair with synchro-tilt,  
lumbar support and seat glide.

MATERIALS

LH10 Black FabricSB11 SofThread™
Black Leather

VM10 Black Mesh Fabric

MATERIALS MATERIALS

LH10 Black Fabric

SEAT CUSHION 
A variety of high-density 
foam seat cushions are 
molded to the user’s body 
to relieve pressure points.
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TASK SELECTIONS

HVL541 Mesh Mid-Back Chair  List $332 
Mesh back task chair with adjustable lumbar support  
and height-adjustable arms.

LH10 Black Fabric

MATERIALS

HVL525 Mesh High-Back Chair  List $250 
Mesh back task chair with mesh sandwich seat and  
fixed arms for comfort. 

ES10 Black Fabric

MATERIALS

HVL205 Mesh-Back Chair  List $180 
HVL995 Optional Arms  List $70 
Mesh back task chair with waterfall edge seat, 
center-tilt with lock and tension control for 
customizable comfort. 

MM10 Black Mesh Fabric

MATERIALS

NEW

HVL534 Mesh High-Back Chair  List $400 
High-back chair with mesh seat and back for breathable  
comfort, and height-adjustable arms.

MST3 Black Mesh Fabric

MATERIALS

HVL532 Mesh High-Back Chair  List $400 
Mesh back chair with asynchronous control, adaptable 
lumbar support and adjustable arms. 

MM10 Black Mesh Fabric

MATERIALS

HVL531 High-Back Chair   List $309 -$334  
A mesh back, waveform seat and height-adjustable arms  
give this chair an upscale feel.

SB11 SofThread™
Black Leather

MATERIALS

MM10 Black Mesh Fabric

NEW

NEW AVAILABLE OCTOBER 2016

OPTIONAL ARMS
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STOOLS
Support cafés, common areas, standing-height workstations and 
other spaces with stools that provide an elevated seat height and 
higher level of functionality. 

HVL538 Mesh Back Multi-Purpose Stool shown with basyx by HON HVL518 Mesh Back Guest Chair page 15. 
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NEW

HVL538 Mesh Back Multi-Purpose Stool   List $510 
Multi-purpose mesh back stacking stool with waterfall edge foam  
seat, fixed arms and wall-saver legs. Comes two per carton.

NEW

HVL215 Task Stool  List $250 
HVL995 Optional Arms  List $70 
Standing-height task stool with double- 
layered waterfall edge seat cushions and 
center-tilt with lock and tension control. 

NEW

HVL515 Mesh Mid-Back Task Stool  List $300 
Mesh back standing-height task stool with waterfall edge  
foam seat and fixed arms.

ES10 Black Fabric

MATERIALS

ES10 Black Fabric

MATERIALS

SEATING

LH10 Black Fabric

MATERIALS

LH10 Black Fabric

MATERIALS

OPTIONAL ARMS

AVAILABLE OCTOBER 2016

AVAILABLE OCTOBER 2016 NEW

HVL528 Mesh Back Multi-Purpose Stool    List $470 
Armless multi-purpose mesh back stacking stool with waterfall  
edge foam seat and wall-saver legs. Comes two per carton.

AVAILABLE OCTOBER 2016

AVAILABLE OCTOBER 2016
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360° SWIVEL 
Rotate a full 360-degree to access anything in your 
workspace, or tilt forward to comfortably bring 
yourself closer to your work.

NEW

HVLPERCH.ASF10.X basyx by HON Perch  List $399 
One touch height-adjustable active perch with  
360-degree swivel base. 

ASF10 Black Fabric

MATERIALS

basyx by HON Perch
Tilt forward for focused work. Lean back to relax. The basyx by HON 
Perch is an active seating solution that supports seated and standing-
height positions to keep you energized and productive all day. 

AVAILABLE JANUARY 2017
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NEW

HVLPERCH.ASF90.X basyx by HON Perch  List $399 
One touch height-adjustable active perch with  
360-degree swivel base. 

NEW

HVLPERCH.ASF19.X basyx by HON Perch  List $399 
One touch height-adjustable active perch with  
360-degree swivel base. 

NEW

HVLPERCH.ASF82.X basyx by HON Perch  List $399 
One touch height-adjustable active perch with  
360-degree swivel base. 

NEW

HVLPERCH.ASF42.X basyx by HON Perch  List $399 
One touch height-adjustable active perch with  
360-degree swivel base. 

ASF19 Charcoal Fabric

MATERIALS

ASF90 Blue Fabric

MATERIALS

ASF42 Red Fabric

MATERIALS

ASF82 Forest Fabric

MATERIALS

AVAILABLE JANUARY 2017

AVAILABLE JANUARY 2017

AVAILABLE JANUARY 2017

AVAILABLE JANUARY 2017
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NESTING 
Folds to 7 1⁄2” for space 
efficient nested storage.

ACCENTS 
Painted legs and arms 
reflect a professional 
appearance.

FIXED ARMS 
Provides straightforward 
support for forearms in
non-demanding applications.

GUEST / MULTI-PURPOSE
With a variety of frame style and materials, it’s possible to put 
guests at ease in any type of space with basyx by HON guest chairs.

HVL616 Stacking Guest Chair with Arms  List $134 - $164 
Multi-purpose stacking chair with arms and a contoured seat  
and back stacks four high.

HVL606 Stacking Guest Chair  List $119 - $149 
Multi-purpose stacking chair with contoured seat and  
back stacks four high to maximize space.

HVL303 Nesting Guest Chair   List $230 
Nesting chair with fixed arms and a folding seat  
that allows it to easily nest with other chairs.

MATERIALS

T Black FrameMM10 Black Mesh Fabric

MATERIALS

X Silver Frame

VA10 Black Fabric

VA19 Charcoal

VA90 Navy

SB11 SofThread™
Black Leather

MATERIALS

VA10 Black Fabric

VA19 Charcoal

VA90 Navy

SB11 SofThread™
Black Leather
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NEW

NEW

NEW

SEATING

GUEST SELECTIONS

NEW

HVL605 Guest Chair   List $225  
Contemporary guest chair with SofThread leather, Matte 
Black frame and waterfall seat edge. 

HVL518 Mesh Back Guest Chair with Arms  List $190 
Multi-purpose stacking chair with a mesh back and fixed  
arms for comfort.

HVL693 Guest Chair  List $323 
Sled base guest chair with fixed loop arms features leather  
and built-in lumbar support.

HVL853 Guest Chair  List $464 
Guest chair with hardwood trim, arched arms and a SofThread 
leather seat and back.

HVL508 Mesh Back Armless Guest Chair  List $170 
Multi-purpose stacking chair with a mesh back and solid 
frame for comfort and support.

SB11 SofThread™
Black Leather

ES10 Black Fabric

MATERIALS

MATERIALS

ES10 Black Fabric

MATERIALS

SB11 SofThread™
Black Leather

MATERIALS

SB11 SofThread™
Black Leather

MATERIALS

N Mahogany

H Bourbon Cherry
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LOUNGE
Bring comfort and style to public spaces with basyx by HON lounge 
chairs, and create opportunities for people to break away and stay 
productive anywhere in a space.

HVL887 Club Chair and HVL888 Loveseat shown with basyx by HON Occasional Table HML8852 page 37. 

HVL864 Modular Seat and HVL862 Modular Ottoman shown with basyx by HON HML8858 Cantilever Table page 37. 
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SB11 SofThread™
Black Leather

MATERIALS

NEW

SEATING

CONTEMPORARY LOUNGE

MODULAR LOUNGE

NEW

HVL864 Modular Lounge Chair   List $550 
Modular lounge chair features clean lines and mixed  
materials for a tailored look.

HVL862 Modular Lounge Ottoman  List $400 
Modular lounge ottoman doubles as impromptu  
seating or a comfortable footrest.

HVL887 Chair  List $764 
Contemporary SofThread leather club chair with  
over 50 individually wrapped coil springs.

HVL888 Sofa  List $977 
Contemporary SofThread leather sofa with  
over 100 individually wrapped coil springs.
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CUSTOMIZE YOUR SPACE 
With a selection of storage options, worksurface sizes  

and finish colors, basyx by HON makes it easy to create  

the workspace that reflects personal preferences.
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MANAGE®

Inspired by the needs of today’s businesses, Manage is an affordable  
collection that’s easy to order, install and reconfigure as needs change.

Manage Bundle 3 shown with basyx by HON HVL511 Mesh Back Task Chair page 8. 
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WH Wheat

FINISHES

C1 Chestnut

Bundle 3 - HMLDP6024W   List $749  
Manage 60” worksurface with box/box/file pedestal. 

Bundle 4 - HMLDPFO7660W  List $1,536 
Manage 60” worksurface with box/box/file pedestal, two-drawer 
file center and overhead storage. 

Bundle 5 - HMLDPFO7260W  List $2,026 
Manage 72” worksurface with box/box/file pedestal, two drawer 
file center, open file center and overhead storage with legs.

Bundle 6 - HMLDPFO6082W  List $2,183 
Manage 60” Desk with pedestal, two file centers  
and overhead storage.

Bundle 1 - HMLDPF7260W  List $1,610 
Manage 72” worksurface with box/box/file pedestal and 
two-drawer and open file center.  

Bundle 2 - HMLDF6060W  List $1,078 
Manage 60” worksurface with two-drawer file center and  
stadium shelves.  

DESKS

IDEA STARTERS
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BL SERIES®

Update your look and upgrade your status with the 
premium executive appearance of the BL Series. This 
collection of essential desk components features an 
elevated aesthetic, as well as a redesigned handle and  
an attractive new laminate finish option. 
 
Available October 2016

BL Series Bundle 5 shown with basyx by HON HVL108 High-Back Executive Chair page 6. 

HANDLES 
Select our new standard handle or choose from three 
additional designs to customize your desired aesthetic.
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DESKS
A1A1 Medium Cherry

FINISHES

NN Mahogany ESES Espresso

IDEA STARTERS

Bundle 3 - HBLP3060ES  List $652  
BL Series 60” desk with file/file pedestal. 

Bundle 4 - HBLFP8484ES  List $1,441 
BL Series L-shaped corner workstation with box/box/file  
pedestal and file/file pedestal.

Bundle 5 - HBLBFEL72114ES  List $1,732 
BL Series breakfront executive desk with hutch and  
lateral pedestal.

Bundle 6 - HBLUPPH72114ES  List $2,034 
BL Series U-shaped workstation with file/file pedestal  
and overhead storage.    

Bundle 1 - HBLPP3066ES  List $1,006 
BL Series 66” desk with file/file pedestal and
box/box/file pedestal.

Bundle 2 - HBLLPP6678ES  List $1,223 
BL Series L-shaped workstation with file/file pedestal and  
box/box/file pedestal.  
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HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE BASE
Put the power of personal comfort and choice back into users’
hands with the basyx by HON Height-Adjustable 2 Stage Base,
which attaches easily to a variety of HON worksurfaces.

basyx by HON Height-Adjustable Base shown with basyx by HON HVL108 High-Back Executive Chair page 6. 
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HEIGHT- 
ADJUSTABLE 

BASE

Height-Adjustable Base  List $1,100 
Attaches to any HON worksurface and telescopes up  
and down at the touch of a button.

A.  WORKSURFACE COMPATIBILITY 
Base telescopes to fit worksurfaces ranging  
from 48˝W to 72˝W and 24˝D to 36˝D.  

B. HEIGHT ADJUSTABILITY 
The frame height scales from 28- 1⁄4 ˝H to 48- 1⁄4˝H at  
the touch of a button to support sit-to-stand desking. 

A B

HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE POWERED SOLUTION
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VERSÉ®

Easily organize any environment with the basyx by HON  
Versé panel system, priced to be the first system you own,  
yet durable enough to be the last.

Versé shown with basyx by HON Lounge page 17, Manage Bundle 3 page 21 and HVL525 Mesh High-Back Task Chair page 9. 
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SPACE
DIVISION

Versé Shelving   List $178 - $303  
Steel hanging shelf hangs off the top of a Versé panel.

Versé Panel Fabric 
The selection of quality HON fabrics can be used  
to create or match any desired aesthetic.

Versé Panels  List $280 - $444 
A variety of Versé panel widths and heights easily connect to one another  
to form workstations or offer privacy as space dividers. Available in sizes  
ranging from 24”-72”W and 42”-72”H.

Q Light Grey

FINISHES

L Putty P Black

GN65 Flint GN53 Parchment

GN75 Wisp 2310SHD Shadow

GN67 Indigo GN74 Sea

2310SLA Slate 2310GRE Gray

GN73 Latte

GN13 Veil

GN72 Millet

GN55 Warm Beige
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28    STORAGE

GOOD THINGS IN STORE 

From pedestal files that put often used items within easy reach to 

archival storage options, basyx by HON storage solutions support  

a variety of business needs.
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HBMP2B  List $399 
Metal pedestal file with two box drawers  
and one file drawer.

HBMP2F  List $399 
Metal pedestal file with two file drawers.

METAL PEDESTALS

STORAGE SOLUTIONS
basyx by HON storage pieces deliver commercial office  
quality on a home office budget. 

Q Light Grey

L Putty

P Black

FINISHES

Q Light Grey

L Putty

P Black

FINISHES

NEW NEWAVAILABLE OCTOBER 2016 AVAILABLE OCTOBER 2016
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STORAGE CABINETS

STORAGE

H482   List $591 
36”W two-drawer metal lateral file.

H484  List $952 
36”W four-drawer metal lateral file.

H432  List $556 
30”W two-drawer metal lateral file.

H434  List $833 
30”W four-drawer metal lateral file.

Q Light Grey

L Putty

P Black

FINISHES

Q Light Grey

L Putty

FINISHES

Q Light Grey

L Putty

P Black

FINISHES

Q Light Grey

L Putty

P Black

FINISHES

Q Light Grey

L Putty

FINISHES

Q Light Grey

L Putty

P Black

FINISHES

LATERAL FILES

HC184236 ETA  List $472 
42”H metal storage cabinet with lock and radius style pull.

HC187236 ETA  List $578 
72”H metal storage cabinet with lock and radius style pull.
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THE PERFECT FIT 

With a variety of incremental sizes and a selection of rich  

laminate finishes, meeting spaces always get the ideal size  

and style of conference table.
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CONFERENCE TABLES
The laminate tops and solid bases elevate  
the look and functionality of any meeting space.

Rectangular Table with slab base shown with basyx by HON HVL511 Mesh Mid-Back Chair page 8. 
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HBLC48D 48in Round Table   List $349 
Round table with laminate finish and X-base.

HBLMTR12ES 12ft Modular Rectangular Table  List $990 
Rectangular conference table with laminate finish and flat  
panel base.

HBLC72R 6ft Rectangular Conference Table  List $424 
Rectangular conference table with laminate finish and  
slab base.

HBLMTB8ES 8ft Modular Boat Table  List $650 
Boat-shaped conference table with laminate finish  
and slab base.

TABLES
A1A1 Medium Cherry

FINISHES

NN Mahogany ESES Espresso

CONFERENCE TABLES 
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MULTI-PURPOSE & OCCASIONAL TABLES
Multi-purpose tables can be easily reconfigured to support training seminars,  
small breakout sessions or large group meetings. Occasional tables enhance  
any lobby, waiting room or executive workspace.

MULTI-PURPOSE TABLES

QZ Light Grey

FINISHES - MULTI-PURPOSE

WH Wheat

HBMPT6024X   List $530  
Fixed base multi-purpose nesting table.

C1 Chestnut

HBMPT6024P   List $630 
Flip base multi-purpose table with modesty panel  
(HBMPT60MOD).
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FINISHES - OCCASIONAL

P Black

OCCASIONAL TABLES

TABLES

NEW

HML8858 Cantilever Table   List $145 
Cantilever side table with laminate worksurface  
and metal base.

HML8851  List $153 
Contemporary occasional corner table with laminate  
worksurface and metal legs.

HML8852  List $194 
Contemporary occasional coffee table with laminate  
worksurface and metal legs.

WH Wheat

FINISHES - CANTILEVER

C1 Chestnut P Black

Cantilever side table works well with basyx by HON 
HVL862 Modular Lounge Ottoman page 23. 

C1 Chestnut
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38    hon.com

A Whole World of Value
When you want a focused group of products designed to bring you the very best 
value for your furniture dollar, look to basyx by HON. The selection in this catalog 
is only a small part of the basyx by HON collection, which includes chairs, desks, 
storage and tables. All products deliver a professional look on a budget, and are 
backed by the reliability and reputation of The HON Company.

To take full advantage of the value the basyx by HON collection can deliver,  

please visit hon.com/basyxbyhon.
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LIMITED 5-YEAR WARRANTY
The HON Company promises to repair or replace any basyx by HON product or component that is found to be defective in  
material or workmanship within five (5) years from the date of original purchase so long as you, the original purchaser, still  
owns it. This is your sole and exclusive remedy. This warranty is subject to the provisions below. It applies to product  
manufactured after January 1, 2013.

Limitations:
• Upholstery on chairs is warranted for two years from date of purchase.  
• Damage caused by the carrier in-transit is handled under separate terms.

Exclusions:
This warranty does not apply and no other warranty applies to:

•  Normal wear and tear, which are to be expected over the course of ownership. 

•  Modifications or attachments to the product that are not approved by The HON Company. 

•  Products that were not installed, used, or maintained in accordance with product instructions and warnings. 

• Products used for rental purposes.

Seating Usage
Normal commercial use for seating is identified as the equivalent of a single shift, forty- (40) hour workweek. To the extent that  
a seating product is used in a manner exceeding this, the applicable warranty period will be reduced in a pro-rata manner.

A word about color variations, fabrics and finishes:
The HON Company does not warrant the color-fastness or matching of colors, grains, or textures of covering materials.

Customer’s Own Material (COM)
Not available on basyx by HON product.

To the extent allowed by law, The HON Company makes no other warranty, either express or implied, including any warranty  
of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. The HON Company will not be liable for any consequential  
or incidental damages.

Notice to purchasers for home or personal use:
Federal law does not permit the exclusion of certain implied warranties for consumer products. Therefore, if you are purchasing this 
product for home or personal use, the exclusion of implied warranties noted in the above paragraph does not apply to you. This 
warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state. This warranty applies only 
to products sold within the United States of America and the Commonwealth of Canada.

To obtain service under this warranty: 
Your basyx by HON Dealer is our mutual partner in supporting your warranty requests. By following the procedures outlined below, 
you can be assured of the best level of service. Please note: Consent of The HON Company must be obtained before any warranty 
work is performed. To obtain consent, please take the following steps:

1. Contact the Dealer from whom the product was purchased within 30 days of discovery of the defect. Be prepared to affirm that  
 you are the original purchaser of the product and to provide the serial number(s) from the product in question.

2. Your Dealer will gather all pertinent information regarding the claim, inspect the product, and contact a HON Company customer  
 service representative. (Please allow a reasonable amount of time for inspection and review.)

3. If The HON Company affirms that the product in question is eligible under the conditions of the warranty as stated above, the   
 customer service representative or another representative of the Company will determine whether to provide replacement parts,  
 authorize repairs, or replace the product.

WARRANTY



© 2016 basyx by HON®. Form No. H4807 (7/16)
To view the registered and unregistered trademarks 
owned and used by The HON Company, visit  
hon.com/protected-marks. Models, upholstery  
and finishes are subject to change without notice.

For more information, visit hon.com/basyxbyhon


